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Multiple weapons work in obesity fight
By | The New Mexican

7/17/2012

Reading the real-life stories about families and individuals who are struggling to stay healthy and fit
reminds us that the national obesity epidemic hits close to home — Leaving few simple solutions. It’s clear
that while personal choices are essential in helping people maintain a healthy weight, the environment also
needs to change to make the healthy choice the easy choice. That will take everyone.

For three days, The New Mexican has published stories by writer Deborah Busemeyer about the obesity
epidemic and its effects on people’s lives right here at home. We see families struggling to inform
themselves, make better choices and take control of their health. The reality of people’s lives underscores the
challenges. After all, it’s hard to exercise if you don’t live near walking paths or your home is next to a busy
road. It’s hard to eat well if you can’t afford good food, or if you lack the time or skills to cook at home.
What we learned, reading the stories, is that people don’t have to be in this battle alone. There are programs
— public and private — to help people make better choices. At La Familia Medical Center, people can learn
about portion control, developing exercise habits and limiting children’s TV time. And that’s just one way
that organizations and governments are fighting — along with individuals — to help people live healthy
lives.

It’s clear that gathering the community is essential in winning this battle. Yes, individuals have responsibility,
but the wider community must be engaged. That’s also the message from the Institute of Medicine, a
nongovernmental organization whose mission is to advise the government. Its recent study shows that
individual choice alone isn’t key to reversing the obesity rate; for that to happen, wider changes are
necessary.

That’s why we are pleased to see that the New Mexico Department of Health is spending $11 million over
five years in 14 communities to make it easier for people to live healthy lives — everything from providing
safe routes for children to walk to school and helping folks cultivate community gardens. Such government
attention is definitely part of solving the obesity crisis. The city of Santa Fe’s emphasis on providing
recreational trails, gyms and plenty of opportunities for people to get moving is a big plus in helping city
residents stay focused on fitness. Some cities, such as New York, are going further — the city government
there has required more information about calories and nutrition on restaurant menus, and the mayor is
pushing a ban of supersized soft drinks. Taxing junk food is an approach that New Mexico should consider as
it looks for more ways to support healthy choices by citizens. We need public policy that both rewards and
punishes so that food producers do a better job, whether giving accurate calorie counts or eliminating menu
items with a day’s worth of calories.

We also believe the work of community groups — such as Cooking with Kids, Earth Care, Farm to Table and
The Food Depot — is essential in putting healthy food into the hands of all people. With poverty, the
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tendency is to eat as cheaply as possible, which often means processed foods that contain more fat and sugar.
It’s possible, as a result, to be obese and nutritionally deprived. Locally, there is awareness that good food
should be available to everyone. From area pueblos returning to traditional agriculture, to schools planting
gardens and nonfarmers learning to shop the produce aisle, people are taking their health into their own
hands. And, yes, fresh food is expensive, but beans are not. Eating healthy does not have to break the bank.
Together, both individually and as communities, we can make better choices. Given the weight of this
epidemic, we must.


